THE DIFFICULTY OF CARING FOR SICKNESS FROM CONFLICTS
Because of its social character which is of facility access to care for the poor population, the IMCK an ecclesiastical
institution works with biblical philosophy based on compassion. It has people who take care of it free of charge in
medical care and other category is supported by the partner specifically the PCUSA through its member parishes via
MBF.
Eligible for this last category is any patient (male, female, old, child, widow or married) who meets the criteria of
being unable to pay the bill and without support. With this category the MBF had put a fund of $ 65,000 for a whole
year or $ 5416.6 per month from June 2017 to June 2018
But two years ago, the IMCK went through a difficult period following the troubles caused by the militia of the
Grand Chief in the Congolese government whose IMCK was at the center of these troubles. I was the object of
threats and imposition of treating s military, militia, civilians who fell under the bale of fear of the destruction of the
heritage IMCK by the invaders. .
During this period, IMCK found that it lost a total of $ 48,790.98 in unpaid bills ; were $ 21,726.95 for the
treatment of military and police, $ 12,495.95 for the treatment of patients brought to the hospital at the request of
the governorate and political and administrative authorities of the province and $ 1,458.08 of the population brought
into a state of shock by the members of their families.
Since the revenues realized for the last years are significantly reduced following the various barriers erected before
arriving at the hospital by the military and police who prevent patients to attend our services , IMCK finds itself in
difficulties to continue to serve patients from these conflicts and who do not honor their bills, only those who meet
the criteria of charity are considered patients who have no people who can take care of them.
Thank you FIMCK ; Thank you Bill Rull Thank you Charlotte etc. for work shot without you the IMCK was
worthless for the last time.
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